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Take this five piece kit and do anything. 50 inch 
straps allow these four wrist and ankle cuffs 

to be attached to almost anything.  Accented 
with deep red stitching , this cuff and adjustable 

blindfold kit make the perfect pig set. 

Bondage Starter  K i t™

Shut up! Strong, sturdy and yet very 
comfortable. The red stitched fabric strap 

adjusts with a buckle while the breathable 
ball gag is a great size for all levels.

Breathable Bal l  Gag™

Lights out! This adjustable blindfold enhances 
your other senses and reduces distractions. A 
must have piece for any BDSM collection.

B l indfo ld™

Put him in his place - in front or behind. Red stitching 
makes it classy and the strong binding and hook 
and loops make it durable. Adjustable neck makes it 
comfortable and fits most. Can be worn with hands  
or ankles, in front or in back. Nine loops provided for 
your own creative hook ups!

Turn that bed into a pig pen! This Under the Bed 
Restraint System is easy to set up, in fact, it sets up 
in mere minutes. Fits any size mattress and travels 

anywhere well. Use at home or on your vacations for 
a fun filled adventure. Includes four ManBound Cuffs.

Under the Bed Restraint™

Hogtie that pig and make him squeal. The ultimate set 
for restraint play allowing you and your partner endless 

creativity with all five pieces. The cuffs are soft and 
comfortable but get the job done on wrists and ankles. 

Hook and loop closures make these four cuffs adjustable.
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Stretchy, adjustable and durable neoprene fits most 
men. Provides a snug fit. Add weights, chains or a 

leash to extend your pleasure, or pain.

Paddle -  S lut

Reign in that cock and last longer. Rings 
prolong ejaculation. Seamless rings for ease 
and comfort. Latex free. 3 sizes in one pack, 
measuring 1.5”, 1.75”, 2”. 

A sleek and strong cuff set that you can 
take just about anywhere to restrain your 
partner.  Pliable and firm silicone is great 
for those new to cuff play.

Get bound under lock and key with these 
Metal Handcuffs. No frills, no fuss – our 

metal handcuffs do the job the
old-fashioned way with classic style. 

Nickel free metal handcuffs with quick 
release and locking key set.

Metal  Cuffs™

Are you a sex pig? Black vinyl paddle with PIG design. 
12 inch handle allows for more power behind the 

spanking. Wrist strap keeps paddle in place. Leaves a 
great “pig” impression on your partner.

Paddle -  P ig

Not afraid to be called a slut? Black vinyl paddle 
with SLUT design. 12 inch handle allows for more 

power behind the spanking. Wrist strap keeps 
paddle in place. Leaves a great “slut” impression 

on your partner. Black on red.
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Spike F logger

Spread ‘em, and lock ‘em in position with this collapsable piece 
of anodized aluminum enslavement. Nickel free metal hardware. 
Expands from 28.5” to 37”. 
Includes clips on each end to be used with Edge Wrist, Arm or 
Ankle Cuffs. Breaks down for easy travel.  Includes middle clip 
for an added attachment. Index lines for easy assembly.

Adjustable Spreader Bar

Cowhide leather. Nickel free metal hardware. Handcrafted in 
the USA. Adjustable to fit arms or thighs. Adjusts from 14” to 

21 ½”. Buckle closure. Removable metal tether.
Metal tethers are secured to cuffs. Comfort lined.

Can also be used as a collar.
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This Extreme Under the Bed Restraint System is easy 
to set up, in fact, sets up in mere minutes. Fits any size 
mattress and travels anywhere well. Use at home or on 
your vacations. Welded O-Rings for added durability 
and strength. Add Edge restraints to complete the set.

Bend over Betty! Get your partner in the 
position of your choosing with our bondage 
bar. Neoprene provides comfort for the 
wearer and the nylon covered bar provides 
the sturdy support needed for your most 
intense moments.  

Bondage Bar™
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Crown that cock with a metal-c-ring. Keeps your 
erection lasting longer and prolongs ejaculation. 
Nickel free metal. 3 sizes in one pack, measuring 
1.5”, 1.75”, 2”. Great packaging makes it accessible 
to couples as a prolong toy.

Extreme Under The Bed Restraints™
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It takes a strong man to weild a strong weapon. 
It also takes a strong man to absorb the sting of 

such a daunting yet rewarding  instrument. 
The decorative, vegan leather spiked 
handle  measures in at a considerable 

28 ½” long with 20 -15” long falls.



Attach this pair of cowhide leather restraints 
around any pair of ankles, and it’s a sure bet your 
“prisoner” not only won’t escape, but will have no 
desire to make the slightest effort to do so. Restraints 
adjust from 11 ½” to 19”. Built with removable metal 
tether, nickel free metal hardware with buckle closure.

 Handcrafted in the USA

Leather Ank le Restra ints

Your sense of sight removed, you’ll be forced to rely on 
your remaining senses. Word of warning; you’ll 
begin to “see” physical and mental torment in a whole 
new light. High-end adjustable strap.
Handcrafted in the USA

Leather B l indfo ld
It’s the only 6 point hog tie on the market - for those 
occasions when simply binding the wrist and ankles are 
not enough. 
Constructed of cowhide leather, nickel free hardware. 
Can be used with Edge Wrist, Ankle, Arm Cuffs and other 
attachments. Handcrafted in the USA.

Leather 6-Point  Hog T ie

It takes a man to realize his “hard limits,” and this 
25.75” long Vegan leather with rubber

solid golf club-style handle can make 
many a man hard. Are you man 

enough to go beyond your hard limits?

Hard L imits  Crop

The most comfortable pair of wrist restraints you’ll ever 
wear, just don’t confuse escapability. These magnificent 

looking manacles are sturdier than they appear. 
Nickel free hardware. Buckle closure adjusts from 9” to 14”. 

Removable metal tether. 
Handcrafted in the USA.

Leather Wr ist  Restra ints
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Classics are classic for a reason, and this 
stylish and timeless 17.5” long, leather 
slapper with ball chain strap and protracted 
handle (which makes for easy hand grip) 

will never go out of style in the BDSM community. 
Handcrafted in the USA.
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